
#1 Timmy Allen JR. (Utah) 6’6 205 lbs. SF/SG (2/20/21 vs. Oregon., 2/18/21 vs. Oregon St., 2/13/21 vs.

Stanford, 2/11/21 vs. California.)

Started in all 31 games as a sophomore. Led the team with 17.3 points and 7.3 rebounds while also

averaging 3.0 assists and 1.2 steals. Became the first Ute to record a double-double in a season-opener

since Kyle Kuzma (11/12/16) with 23 points and season-high 11 rebounds at Nevada. Posted a

career-high 27 points with 5 assists in overtime victory against BYU.

Offensively, he is used as a secondary ball-handler in their offense where he continually gets ball screens

to get downhill and attempt to score at the rim, with pull-ups, off floaters or draw fouls and get FTAs.

However, he has average quickness which limits his ability to get clean looks/attempts, is a below

average finisher or shot maker with pull-ups and floaters. He doesn’t show to have the aptitude to be

decent or semi-efficient in ball screen situations. Appears to have below average decision making and

basketball IQ skills. He is good with PNR set-up, doesn’t try to force plays, but over dribbles or hesitates

to make a simple read, etc. This causes him to get in easy turnover situations or take contested shots. He

is also below average in transition scoring or decision-making situations. He is most efficient offensively

as a slasher or placed in basic isolation situations where he can make quick moves and only have to

contend with one defender or make real basic reads. Unfortunately, Utah doesn’t put him in these types

of iso or slasher situations very often. Shooting wise, his shot is a push type shot from his waste that has

a slow release and is flat at times. He needs at least 4-5 feet of space to get it off and overall, it is not

very consistent. And he hasn’t shown any skill-set ability with being able to shoot when coming off pin

downs or flare-screens, etc. He always looks to drive off these screen type situations.

Defensively, is below average in PNR coverages when either defending the handler or screener. Appears

to be a reluctant communicator and is late to react with coverage responsibilities in all the basic PNR

coverages. In iso or post-up situations, he is good at cheating up and not fouling. But he allowed the

entry pass to be made easily and never showed any great effort to deny entry or disrupt his match-up

from getting a good position.

Intel wise, he complains to officials a lot, seems reluctant to listen to in-game coaching especially when it

comes to defensive tweaks and effort/motor is inconsistent especially if he doesn’t get many touches on

offense.

NBA Positions: SF/SG

NBA Player Comparison: N/A

NBA Career Potential: Outside Fringe

Agent:

FOR MORE INFO: JGWIV1@GMAIL OR 404-906-0295 JAMES “IV” WILLIAMS


